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ABSTRACT

The University course timetabling problem involves the allocation of courses to rooms and timeslots subject to satisfaction of hard and soft constraints. The hard constraints must be satisfied, while the soft constraints are desired to be satisfied. The problem also has an objective function that need to be maximised. Several methodologies have been used for solving timetabling problem such as the sequential methods, graph coloring, cluster methods, constraint based and meta heuristic methods. The Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics (Hybrid CLONALG-CBS) was chosen based on CLONALG's positive track record in optimization tasks and the ability of CBS in avoiding conflicting value assignments to a variable. The Hybrid CLONALG-CBS start with an initial solution, the initialized solution then undergo selection, cloning and mutation; the mutated solutions are used for the generation of improved solutions. The dataset is from Faculty of Computer Science and Information System, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. The experimental results showed the Hybrid CLONALG-CBS fared better than the manual method and CLONALG algorithm in timeslot utilization, room utilization, Lecture spread and objective function.
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1.0 Introduction

The University Course Timetabling Problem (UCTP) is a type of timetabling problem, there are numerous other timetabling problems such as the transport timetabling problem (i.e. train and bus timetabling), healthcare institutions timetabling problem (i.e. surgeon and nurse timetabling) and sport timetabling problem (i.e. timetabling of matches between pairs of team). The UCTP involves assigning Lectures to a number of rooms and timeslots based on some constraints that must be satisfied (Hard constraints) and other constraints that are desired to be satisfied (soft constraints) in the allocation of the timetable subjects. The problem also has an objective function that needs to be maximized in order for the time table solution to be of higher quality. The objective function usually involves assigning points to each soft constraints of the problem; the more soft constraints are satisfied by the timetabling solution, the higher the value of the objective function.
1.1 Problem Background

The UCTP which is a subset of scheduling is a recurring challenge faced by academic institutions at the inception of each semester. The problem involves assigning courses to be offered in the semester to the available rooms and timeslots while satisfying all the hard constraints. The hard constraints are usually similar across board in different academic institutions. Hard constraints involves not assigning a course to more than one room at the same timeslot, courses offered by students of the same group (students with courses in common) should not be assigned at the same timeslot, the lecturer taking a course should also not be allocated more than a single course at the same timeslot, the number of students offering a course should not exceed the room capacity of the allocated room. There are also the soft constraints of the UCTP that need to be satisfied as much as possible; there are usually different across separate institutions, there are based on the need of each particular academic institution. The soft constraints can involve a specific course to be allocated to a certain timeslot, students should not be assigned more than a certain number of courses in a day, Professors’ may prefer to teach in a particular room or on a particular time of a day and a course may need to be scheduled ahead or before another course.

The university course timetabling problem is known to be a NP complete problem because it is a cumbersome problem with many
constraints to be solved and a huge search space to be explored if the problem size increases (Deris et al., 2000).

1.2 Problem Statement

The timetabling process at FSKSM is carried out manually, it takes a number of days for designing and several other days for fine tuning. Mistakes also take place in the timetabling process because a human is involved. Due to these problems, an automated timetabling solution is needed to overcome the shortcomings of the manual method.

The prime question for this research study is:

“Could the Hybrid Clonal selection algorithm with conflict based statistics be used for producing a feasible and a higher quality solution for the University Course Timetabling problem?”

For the above prime question of the research to be answered some salient questions needed to be pondered over:

- How would the UCTP be modeled with the Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics?
• How would the Clonal Selection Algorithm be integrated with all the UCTP constraints?
• How would the Conflict Based Statistics complement the Clonal Selection Algorithm functionality?
• How can a feasible timetable be generated?
• What is the objective function of the problem which would be a guide for producing better and higher quality solutions?
• What parameters would guide the execution of the designed system because the UCTP is a NP complete problem with unknown bounded polynomial time for its execution?
• How would the generated timetable solution be measured for its quality?

The hypothesis of the this research study can be formulated as follows

“By using the Hybrid clonal selection algorithm with conflict based statistics it can achieve a feasible as well as a higher quality of the University course timetabling Problem.”

1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Study

The aim of this research is to develop a Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics for finding a feasible and better
quality University course timetable solution that satisfies all the constraints of the problem. The objectives of the study are

a) To model the Clonal Selection Algorithm
b) To model and develop a Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics for University Course Timetabling
c) To evaluate the Performance of the Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics in terms of the Timetabling solution quality

1.4 Scope of the Study

The thesis would focus on designing a Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics for University course timetabling problem based on the following:

- The Semester 1 2012/2013 academic session timetable of Faculty of Computer Science and Information System is the Dataset.
- The Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics would be applicable to the intended domain only.
- The study will design an offline running system (stand alone application) rather than online application (web page).
The Java 1.7 programming language would be used for designing the application

The ECLIPSE software development kit would be used for the application development

The computer system used for the experiment has the following specification: 4GB RAM, Dual core 2.27 GHZ processor, 64 Bit Windows 7 operating system.

1.5 Significance of the study

a) The timetabling problem of FSKSM, UTM is solved using the Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics
b) The Hybrid Clonal Selection Algorithm with Conflict Based Statistics designed can be tweaked and used for other scheduling problems

1.6 Summary

The chapter started with an introduction of timetabling and also provided the problem statement. Subsequently the objective, scope as
well as significance of the research study were provided at the end of the chapter.
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